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HORSESHOES AND HAND GRENADES:
PROTECTING COMPLIANCE OFFICERS FROM THE

AT-WILL EMPLOYMENT DOCTRINE

Paul E. McGreal*

I. INTRODUCTION

T is tough to be a compliance officer. You are expected to bring a
detached and objective perspective to evaluating your organization's

compliance and ethics program, which can mean letting leadership know of
weaknesses and areas for improvement. You must monitor risks and reports
from the hotline, which may make you the first person in the organization to
sound the alarm for misconduct. And you participate in investigating and
imposing discipline for wrongdoing, which may have you asking difficult
questions and delivering unwelcome news. If an organization's leaders are
inclined to shoot the messenger, you will be in the crosshairs.

The compliance officer's precarious position has led some to advocate for
protection from retaliation.' One way to do so is to require the hiring and
termination of the compliance officer be with the approval of, or after
consultation with, a specified committee of the board of directors.2  Protection
can also come in the form of an employment contract that sets a specific contract
term and limits termination to good cause shown.3

In limited circumstances, a statute might protect a compliance officer from
retaliation for performing their job duties.4  For example, Title VII protects
anyone who reports or addresses illegal discrimination within an organization.5

* Dean and Professor of Law, Creighton University School of Law. My thanks to the

symposium editors for the invitation to present on this topic and to symposium participants and
attendees for their comments and questions on my presentation.

1. See Compliance Officer Whistleblowers, KATZ, MARSHALL & BANKS, LLP,
http://www.kmblegal.com/practice-areas/whistleblower-law/compliance-officer-whistleblower (last
visited Feb. 2, 2017).

2. See Compliance and Quality Committee Charter, MOLINA HEALTHCARE, INC.,
http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=137837&p=irol-govCommittee&Committee=9621
(last visited Feb. 2, 2017); Charter of the Compliance, Governance, and Nominating Committee of
DGSE Companies, Inc., DGSE COMPANIES, INC., http://www.dgsecompanies.com/investors/
ComplianceGovemanceandNominatingCommittee (last visited Feb. 2, 2017).

3. Joseph Murphy, Enhancing the Compliance Officer's Authority: Preparing an Employment
Contract, II ETHIKOS 5, 7 (1998).

4. See Compliance Officer Whistleblowers, supra note 1.
5. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a) (2012) ("It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an

employer to discriminate against any of his employees or applicants for employment ... because he
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That statutory provision, however, has been unevenly applied to employees in
human resources and personnel management,6 creating what one author called a
"no-man's land" without legal protection from retaliation.7 Similarly, federal
courts disagree whether compliance officers who report suspected securities
violations within an organization are protected from retaliation by the
whistleblower Frovision of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act.

Since a compliance officer without a written employment contract is
vulnerable to retaliatory termination, it is not surprising that a New York state
court litigant sought an exception to the at-will employment doctrine for
compliance officers in such situations.9 While the New York Court of Appeals
ultimately denied the plaintiffs claim, the court's opinion charted a course for
future litigants to successfully argue for such protection.'0 The remainder of this
essay maps the way.

II. THE NEW YORK AT-WILL EMPLOYMENT DOCTRINE

AND DEFERENCE TO THE LEGISLATURE

With one exception, New York common law does not offer relief from the
at-will employment doctrine.12  The court in Wieder v. Skala recognized that
exception, holding that a law firm associate could sue an employer for
terminating the associate in retaliation for internally reporting an ethics breach of
a fellow associate.'3 In Sullivan v. Harnisch, the compliance officer for a hedge
fund sought to extend Wieder after he was terminated for reporting wrongdoing

has opposed any practice made an unlawful employment practice by this subchapter, or because he
has made a charge, testified, assisted, or participated in any manner in an investigation, proceeding,
or hearing under this subchapter.").

6. See Richard Bales, A New Standard for Title VII Opposition Cases: Fitting the Personnel
Manager Double Standard into a Cognizable Framework, 35 S. TEX. L. REV. 95, 122-23 (1994);
Deborah L. Brake, Retaliation in the FEO Office, 50 TULSA L. REV. 1, 2 (2014) ("Employees
charged with responsibility for EEO compliance increasingly find themselves unprotected from
retaliation for acting, within their prescribed roles, in opposition to discrimination instead of towing
the company line.").

7. Brake, supra note 6, at 1-2.
8. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(a)(6), (h)(1)(A), (C), (2)(A) (2012). Compare Berman v. Neo@Ogilvy

LLC, 801 F.3d 145, 155 (2d Cir. 2015) (protecting an employee who made an internal report of
wrongdoing); Asadi v. G.E. Energy (USA), L.L.C., 720 F.3d 620, 630 (5th Cir. 2013) (denying
anti-retaliation protection to an employee who made an internal report).

9. Murphy v. Am. Home Prods. Corp., 448 N.E.2d 86, 87 (N.Y. 1983).
10. Wieder v. Skala, 609 N.E.2d 105, 110 (N.Y. 1992).
11. The discussion that follows incorporates edited text from Paul E. McGreal, Corporate

Compliance Survey, 71 Bus. LAW. 227, 247-51 (2015-2016).
12. See Wieder, 609 N.E.2d at 109-10; Murphy, 448 N.E.2d at 89-90. An employee, however,

may show that the employer promised more than at-will employment in a written employment
contract or other writing such as an employee handbook. See Weiner v. McGraw-Hill, Inc., 443
N.E.2d 441, 445 (N.Y. 1982).

13. Wieder, 609 N.E.2d at 109-10.
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discovered as part of his job.14 Before turning to Wieder and Sullivan, it is
helpful to review the pre-Wieder cases that refused relief from the at-will
employment doctrine.

In Murphy v. American Home Products Corp., the assistant treasurer of a
corporation claimed he was discharged "in retaliation for his revelation ... of ...
at least $50 million in illegal account manipulations of secret pension reserves ...
as well as in retaliation for his own refusal to engage in the alleged accounting
improprieties.' 5 The New York Court of Appeals began its analysis by noting
that the plaintiff sought an exception to the state's "long-settled rule that where
an employment is for an indefinite term it is presumed to be a hiring at will
which may be freely terminated by either party at any time for any reason or even
for no reason," as long as the discharge does not violate some other provision of
law.16 The plaintiff argued that an employee should have a cause of action for
wrongful or abusive discharge when the employee is terminated for reasonably
raising concerns about the employer's compliance with the law.'7 The court
noted that such an exception "has elsewhere been recognized to hold employers
liable for dismissal of emiloyees in retaliation for employee conduct that is
protected by public policy," 8 and, thus, the question was whether New York was
prepared to follow their lead. 19

The Murphy court rejected a new cause of action for wrongful discharge of
an employee for raising unlawful behavior, deferring action to the state
legislature.2 0 The plaintiff argued that an employee's relative lack of bargaining

21power required an offsetting cause of action to balance the scales. Without
such a legal right, employers arguably have the market power to demand at-will
employment, and employees are vulnerable to retaliatory discharge.22

The court decided the legislature was best equipped and more competent to
address these policy issues:

Both of these aspects of the issue, involving perception and declaration of relevant
public policy (the underlying determinative consideration with respect to tort
liability in general) are best and more appropriately explored and resolved by the

14. Sullivan v. Hamisch, 969 N.E.2d 758, 759 (N.Y. 2012). The compliance officer had
discovered "stock sales that amounted to 'front-running'-selling in anticipation of transactions by
the firm's clients-and enabled [an employee of the hedge fund] to take advantage of an
opportunity from which the clients were excluded." Id.

15. Murphy, 448 N.E.2d at 87, 89-90.
16. Id. at 89.
17. Id.
18. Murphy, 448 N.E.2d at 89 (citing Sheets v. Teddy's Frosted Foods, Inc., 427 A.2d 385,

386-89 (Conn. 1980); Palmateer v. Int'l Harvester Co., 421 N.E.2d 876, 878-81 (Il. 1981); Harless
v. First Nat'l Bank in Fairmont, 246 S.E.2d 270, 272-73, 275-76 (W. Va. 1978)). Other state courts
reached the opposite conclusion. See Winters v. Hous. Chronicle Publ'g Co., 795 S.W.2d 723,
723-25 (Tex. 1990).

19. Murphy v. Am. Home Prods. Corp., 448 N.E.2d 86, 89 (N.Y. 1983).
20. Id. at 89-90.
21. Id. at 89.
22. Id.
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legislative branch of our government. The Legislature has infinitely greater
resources and procedural means to discern the public will, to examine the variety of
pertinent considerations, to elicit the views of the various segments of the
community that would be directly affected and in any event critically interested, and
to investigate and anticipate the impact of imposition of such liability.... If the rule
of nonliability for termination of at-will employment is to be tempered, it should be
accomplished through a principled statutory scheme, adopted after opportunity for
public ventilation, rather than in consequence of judicial resolution of the partisan
arguments of individual adversarial litigants.23

This passage highlights two advantages of the legislative process deciding such
issues: first, the ability to bring public opinion to bear on contested policy
questions; and second, the legislature's resources and processes for conducting
research on the facts underlying contested policy arguments. The question after
Murphy was whether any argument for judicial recognition of a wrongful
discharge claim could overcome this default allocation of institutional authority.

In Sabetay v. Sterling Drug, Inc., the court upheld dismissal of an
employee's claim that he was wrongfully discharged for not participating in
illegal financial transactions and later making an internal report of the
wrongdoing.24 Citing Murphy, the court treated the matter as settled and again
deferred to the state legislaturez5  The court noted a further reason for this
deference, asserting that "stability and predictability in contractual affairs is a
highly desirable jurisprudential value."26 Sabetay, then, added another
jurisprudential hurdle for New York employees seeking judicial relief from the
at-will employment doctrine.27

III. IMPLIED-IN-LAW EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION FOR ATTORNEYS

Like the employees in Murphy and Sabetay, a law firm associate in Wieder
did not have an employment agreement or other writing promising more than at-
will employment.28 The court, however, considered whether "an implied-in-law
duty" might limit the law firm's otherwise free hand in terminating an
associate. The court found such a duty relating to the legal profession's ethics
rules:

[I]n any hiring of an attorney as an associate to practice law with a firm there is
implied an understanding so fundamental to the relationship and essential to its
purpose as to require no expression: that both the associate and the firm in

23. Id. at 89-90.
24. Sabetay v. Sterling Drug, Inc., 506 N.E.2d 919, 919-20, 923 (N.Y. 1987) (citations

omitted).
25. Id. at 923.
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. See generally Wieder v. Skala, 609 N.E.2d 105 (N.Y. 1992).
29. Id. at 108.
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conducting the practice will do so in accordance with the ethical standards of the
profession. Erecting or countenancing disincentives to compliance with the
applicable rules of professional conduct, plaintiff contends, would subvert the
central professional purpose of his relationship with the firm-the lawful and
ethical practice of law.30

The court rested this conclusion on the single purpose of the associate-law firm
employment relationship-the practice of law:

Defendants, a firm of lawyers, hired plaintiff to practice law and this objective was
the only basis for the employment relationship. Intrinsic to this relationship, of
course, was the unstated but essential compact that in conducting the firm's legal
practice both plaintiff and the firm would do so in compliance with the prevailing
rules of conduct and ethical standards of the profession. Insisting that as an
associate in their employ plaintiff must act unethically and in violation of one of the
primary professional rules amounted to nothing less than a frustration of the only
legitimate purpose of the employment relationship.31

Additionally, the court emphasized that the law firm had terminated the associate
for complying with an ethics rule requiring attorneys to report ethical
misconduct32 -a rule crucial to preserving the legal profession's right to self-
regulate. Combined, the single purpose of the employment relationship and the
significance of the ethics rule supplied an implied-in-law term of his
employment.

33

The court's analysis in Wieder used a subtle legal sleight of hand to
overcome the strong deference to the legislature stated in Murphy and Sabetay.34

The rhetorical maneuver appears in the following passage:

Associates are, to be sure, employees of the firm but they remain independent
officers of the court responsible in a broader public sense for their professional
obligations. Practically speaking, plaintiff's duties and responsibilities as a lawyer
and as an associate of the firm were so closely linked as to be incapable of
separation. It is in this distinctive relationship between a law firm and a lawyer
hired as an associate that plaintiff finds the implied-in-law obligation on which he
founds his claim.3

5

Here, the court asserts that the fundamental nature of the lawyer's role, including
the lawyer's obligation to abide by the profession's rules of ethics, is an implied
background against which the parties enter the employment relationship.36 While

30. Id.
31. Id. at 109-10 (emphasis added).
32. Id. at 108-09.
33. Id. at 109.
34. Murphy v. Am. Home Prods. Corp., 448 N.E.2d 86, 89-90 (N.Y. 1983); Sabetay v. Sterling

Drug, Inc., 506 N.E.2d 919, 923 (N.Y. 1987).
35. Wieder, 609 N.E.2d at 108.
36. Id. at 109-10.
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the court does not expressly connect the dots, this recognition of the lawyer's role
addresses the court's concerns in Murphy and Sabetay. First, as to deference to
the legislature, judicial recognition of the parties' impliedly shared understanding
of the employment relationship does not require a judicial policy decision, and,
thus, deference to the legislature is not implicated.38  Second, as to stability in
contracting, since the contracting parties are presumed to be aware of this
background understanding, judicial recognition and enforcement would not upset
settled contractual expectations between attorneys and law firms.3 9 So while the
court showed no willingness to adopt a cause of action for wrongful

40termination, Wieder opens the door to an implied-in-law employment term
based on an employee's core role.

IV. IMPLIED-IN-LAW EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION FOR COMPLIANCE OFFICERS

In Sullivan, the chief compliance officer for a hedge fund sought to fit his
claim within Wieder's narrow opening.41  In addition to serving as the
compliance officer, he was a 15% partner in the firm's hedge fund, and he was
"Executive Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, [and] Chief Operating
Officer., 42  The plaintiff alleged that he was terminated in retaliation for
reporting wrongdoing by the Chief Executive Officer and President, specifically,
"stock sales amount[ing] to 'front-running'-selling in anticipation of
transactions by the firm's clients-and enable[ing] [the CEO and President] to
take advantage of an opportunity from which the clients were excluded.,43

The plaintiff did not have an agreement with the hedge fund that promised
anything other than at-will employment.44 The plaintiff, however, relied on three
factors to support the extension of Wieder to his case.45 First, the federal
securities laws and the hedge fund's own Code of Ethics both prohibited the
conduct that the plaintiff reported.4 6  Second, as the hedge fund's Chief
Compliance Officer, the plaintiff was required by federal securities laws and the
hedge fund's own policies to monitor and report wrongdoing that the plaintiff
discovered.47 Third, under hedge fund policy, the plaintiffs employment could

37. See generally Murphy, 448 N.E.2d 86; Sabetay, 506 N.E.2d 919.

38. See generally Wieder v. Skala, 609 N.E.2d 105 (N.Y. 1992).
39. Id. at 108-10.
40. See id. at 107-08, 110.
41. Sullivan v. Hamisch, 969 N.E.2d 758, 759-61 (N.Y. 2012).
42. Id. at 759.
43. Id. The complaint alleged a separate claim that termination was in connection with a

dispute over the plaintiffs ownership interest in the hedge fund. Id. ("[T]he complaint alleges that
the dismissal occurred within hours after a lawyer for [the plaintiff] contacted [the hedge fund's]
counsel to voice objections to a proposed agreement that would have eliminated [the plaintiffs]
ownership interest.").

44. Sullivan, 969 N.E.2d at 759-61.
45. Id. at 761.
46. Id.
47. Id. at 761. See also 17 C.F.R. § 275.206(4)-7(a), (c) (2012).
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have been terminated if he did not report the misconduct.48 To avoid the Catch
22 of being fired for reporting or not reporting, the plaintiff argued for protection
under Wieder, despite his status as an at-will employee.49

The court began its analysis by stating that Wieder's exception to at-will
employment is to be construed narrowly:

[W]e intended the exception to the at-will doctrine we recognized in Wieder to be a
narrow one. The Appellate Division in this case said that Wieder is "sui generis,"
but we do not need to go that far to decide this case. Assuming that there are some
employment relationships, other than those between a lawyer and a law firm[] that
might fit within the Wieder exception, the relationship in this case is not one of
them.

50

While not closing the Wieder door to all compliance officers, the court did not
allow this compliance officer to enter.51 The court specifically rejected the
existence of a complex regulatory scheme, such as the federal regulation of
hedge funds, as a reason to extend Wieder's protection.52 While such a scheme
surely requires extensive compliance efforts, the court would not modify state
common law for that reason alone.53 This makes much sense in light of the
increasingly complex regulatory landscape in which most businesses operate. If
the complexity of regulation and the corresponding efforts to comply with those
regulations alone were enough, the at-will employment doctrine would be in
danger of extinction.

The court wrote more narrowly when addressing the plaintiffs status as a
compliance officer, suggesting how future litigants might come within Wieder's
protection:

Important as regulatory compliance is, it cannot be said of [the plaintiff], as we said
of the plaintiff in Wieder, that his regulatory and ethical obligations and his duties
as an employee "were so closely linked as to be incapable of separation." [The
plaintiff] was not associated with other compliance officers in a firm where all were
subject to self-regulation as members of a common profession. Indeed, [the
plaintiff] was not even a full-time compliance officer. He had four other titles at [the
hedge fund], including Executive Vice-President and Chief Operating Officer, and
was, according to his claim, a 15% partner in the business. It is simply not true that
regulatory compliance, in the words of Wieder, "was at the very core and, indeed,
the only purpose" of [the plaintiff s] employment.54

This passage makes a critical point to securing common law protection for a true
compliance officer: compliance was not "at the very core and, indeed, the only

48. Sullivan, 969 N.E.2d at 759.
49. Id. at 759-60.
50. Id. at 760-61.
51. Sullivan v. Harnisch, 969 N.E.2d 758, 761 (N.Y. 2012).
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id. at 761 (quoting Wieder v. Skala, 609 N.E.2d 105, 108 (N.Y. 1992)).
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purpose" of the plaintiffs employment.55  Here is where the reference to
"horseshoes and handgrenades" in the title of this essay comes in. This saying is
first attributed to baseball player Frank Robinson: "Close don't count in baseball.
Close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades."56 The same can be said for
a compliance officer seeking implied-in-law protection from termination.
Sullivan shows that it is not enough that an employee had compliance as one of
their many job responsibilities.57 Close does not count. Instead, an employee
must show that compliance is their sole job responsibility, making the functions
inherent in that role, such as identifying and raising concerns about legal
violations, "at the very core" of the employment relationship.58

We can now see why the compliance officer in Sullivan was not close to
receiving protection of an implied-in-law contract term. Not only was the
plaintiff the hedge funds' chief compliance officer, but he wore several other
unrelated hats, including chief operating officer.5 9 These various roles may be in
conflict or tension at times, making it difficult to know which hat a person is
wearing while acting within the organization. This can be seen in the literature
discussing whether the chief compliance officer should also serve as general
counsel or report through that position.60 There, the concern is that the role of
delivering legal advice to the corporation might conflict with the responsibility to
independently evaluate the corporation's compliance with legal responsibilities.6 1

The same could easily be said of serving as both chief operating officer and the
chief compliance officer charged with independently overseeing whether
operations comply with the law. When an employee's roles potentially conflict,
as in these situations, compliance is not "at the very core and, indeed, the only
purpose"62 of employment, and, thus, freedom to perform that role is not an
implied-in-law term of employment.63 When compliance is the employee's sole
job responsibility, however, that objection falls away.

V. CONCLUSION

Compliance officers take heart. The above analysis shows a path to
achieving common law protection from retaliatory discharge in even one of the
most stringent employment at will states. New York case law supports an
implied-in-law contract term for employees whose sole role is compliance: the
employer may not terminate a true compliance officer for performing job
functions that are at the core of the compliance role.

55. Id.
56. Nick Acocella, More Info on Frank Robinson, ESPN CLASSIC, https://espn.go.com/

classic/000728frankrobinsonadd.html (last visited March 15, 2017).
57. Sullivan, 969 N.E.2d at 761.
58. Id.
59. Id. at 759.
60. See Ben W. Heineman, Jr., Don't Divorce the GC and Compliance Officer Independence

Won't Guarantee Ethical Behavior. Good Culture Will, CORP. COUNSEL 48, 48-49 (2011).

61. Id.
62. Sullivan v. Harnisch, 969 N.E.2d 758, 760 (N.Y. 2012) (quoting Wieder, 609 N.E.2d at

108).

63. Id.
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